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ELGIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 

 
Introduction: 
The Local Government Records Act of 1989 [and changes that were enacted by the 74th Legislature in 1995], 
requires all local governments to establish a records management program by ordinance, order or resolution and 
filed with the Texas State Library and Archives Commission (TSLAC). All local governments must file records 
control schedules or a written declaration of adoption of the State schedules. The deadline for compliance was 
January 4, 1999. 
 
Elgin Independent School District filed its official records control schedule by the initial deadline and has 
continued to update its records control schedule on an annual basis. The records control schedule is categorized 
by "record series". A record series is a group of identical or related documents that are normally used or filed as a 
unit and have the same retention period. Refer to the attached Records Control Schedule for Elgin ISD. 
 
Additional information related to the Texas State Library and Archives Commission's schedules and guidelines are 
available from the Internet at: 
 

http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/slrm/recordspubs/localrec/ 
 
The Benefits of a Records Management Program are: 
 

 Compliance with state requirements 

 Legal protection when records are destroyed 

 Efficient use of office space for active records 

 Affordable upkeep of inactive records 

 Improved protection of vital records 
 
What is a Record? 

 All documents, papers, letters, books, maps, photographs, sound or video recordings, microfilm, magnetic 
tape, electronic media, or other information recording media, regardless of physical form or 
characteristic and regardless of whether public access to it is open or restricted under the laws of the 
state, created or received by the Elgin Independent School District or any of its officers or employees 
pursuant to law or in the transaction of public business are hereby declared to be the records of the Elgin 
Independent School District and shall be created, maintained and disposed of in accordance with the 
provisions of this plan and in no other manner. 

 The term does not include: 
(A) extra identical copies of documents created only for convenience of reference or research by officers 
or employees of the local government; 
(B) notes, journals, diaries, and similar documents created by an officer or employee of the local 
government for the officer's or employee's personal convenience; 
(C) blank forms;  
(D) stocks of publications;  
(E) library and museum materials acquired solely for the purposes of reference or display;  
(F) copies of documents in any media furnished to members of the public to which they are entitled 
under Chapter 552, Government Code or other stale law; 
(G) any records, correspondence, notes, memoranda, or documents, other than a final written agreement 
described by Section 2009.054(c), Government Code, associated with a matter conducted under an 
alternative dispute resolution procedure in which personnel of a state department or institution, local 

http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/slrm/recordspubs/localrec/
http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/slrm/recordspubs/localrec/
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government, special district, or other political subdivision of the state participated as a party, facilitated 
as an impartial third party, or facilitated as the administrator of a dispute resolution system or 
organization. 

 All records as defined are property of Elgin ISD. No employee has, by virtue of his/her position, any 
personal or property right to such records even though he or she may have developed or compiled them. 
The unauthorized destruction, removal of files, or use of such records is prohibited. 

 All school district records are presumed to be public unless there is a specific exception. 
 
What is a "Record" Copy and What is a Convenience Copy? 

 In the old days, the original document was the original [record copy] and the onionskin [carbon copy] was 
a convenience copy, but today there are many copies of the same record which all appear to be originals. 

 The record copy is the official record or the most important of the document copies. Convenience copies 
are all the other copies. 

 Only the record copy of each record series is listed on the retention schedule with its retention period, 
but convenience copies have to be managed as part of the district's overall records management 
program. 

 Remember that all records created and received in the course of doing business, even convenience 
copies, are considered government records in other legislation governing records in Texas. 

 For our purposes, the "record" copy is defined as the originator of the record if it was created in-district. 
For external mail/documents received, the "record" copy is the copy received by the original addressee. 

 
What is a Records Request? 

 A request for records may be submitted by mail, fax, email or in person. The district requires all records 
request to be reduced to writing. There is no prescribed form or formal process. 

 Every campus and department should be ever vigil to ensure that all records requests, subpoena, etc. are 
submitted to the Public Information Officer on the same day of receipt. Remember that the request can 
be in any format and can be submitted in person or via mail, fax, or email - so, we should all check our 
incoming correspondence (paper and electronic, including junk email) daily. 

 Texas Government Code, Chapter 552, gives the general public the right to access government records. 
The requester may not be asked why they want the records. 

 All government information is presumed to be available to the public. Certain exceptions may apply to 
the disclosure of the information. Governmental bodies shall promptly release requested information 
that is not confidential by law, either constitutional, statutory, or by judicial decision, or information for 
which an exception to disclosure has not been sought. 

 
Other Definitions: 

 Permanent record - means any records of Elgin ISD for which a retention period on a records control 
schedule is given as permanent. These records can never be destroyed. 

 Records Control Schedule - means a document prepared by or under the authority of the Records 
Management Officer listing the records maintained by Elgin !SD, their retention periods, and other records 
disposition information that the records management program may require. 

 Records management - means the application of management techniques to the creation, use, 
maintenance, retention, preservation, and disposal of records for the purposes of reducing costs and 
improving the efficiency of recordkeeping. 

 Retention plan - means the minimum time that must pass after the creation, recording, or receipt of a 
record, or the fulfillment of certain actions associated with a record, before it is eligible for destruction. 

 Texas Government Code, Chapter 552, gives the general public the right to access government records; 
and an officer for public information and the office’s agent may not ask the requester why they want 
them. 
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Rights of Requestors: 
The requester shall have the right to: 

 "Prompt" access to information that is not confidential or otherwise protected. "Prompt" means as soon 
as possible under the circumstances, that is, within a reasonable time, without delay. The district may not 
automatically withhold for ten (10) business days public information not excepted from disclosure. 
Note: If an officer for public information cannot produce the public information for inspection or 
duplication within ten business days after the date the information is requested, the officer shall certify 
that fact in writing to the requester and set a date and hour within a reasonable time when the 
information will be available for inspection or duplication. 

 Receive treatment equal to all other requesters, including accommodation in accordance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements; 

 Receive certain kinds of information without exceptions, like the voting record of public officials, and other 
information; 

 Receive a written statement of estimated charges, when charges will exceed $40, in advance of work being 
started and opportunity to modify the request in response to the itemized statement; 

 Choose whether to inspect the requested information (most often at no charge), receive copies of the 
information or both; 

 A waiver or reduction of charges if the governmental body determines that access to the information 
primarily benefits the general public; 

 Receive a copy of the communication from the governmental body asking the Office of the Attorney 
General for a ruling on whether the information can be withheld under one of the accepted exceptions, or 
if the communication discloses the requested information, a redacted copy; 

 Lodge a written complaint about overcharges for public information with the Attorney General of Texas. 
Complaints of other possible violations may be filed with the county or district attorney of the county 
where the governmental body, other than a state agency, is located. If the complaint is against the county 
or district attorney, the complaint must be filed with the Office of the Attorney General. 

 
Responsibilities of Governmental Bodies: 
All governmental bodies responding to information requests have the responsibility to: 

 Establish reasonable procedures for inspecting or copying public information and inform requestors of 
these procedures; 

 Treat all requesters uniformly and shall give to the requester all reasonable comfort and facility, including 
accommodation in accordance with ADA requirements; 

 Be informed about open records laws and educate employees on the requirements of those laws; 

 Inform requesters of the estimated charges greater than $40 and any changes in the estimates above 20 
percent of the original estimate, and confirm that the requester accepts the charges, or has amended the 
request, in writing before finalizing the request; 

 Inform the requester if the information cannot be provided promptly (within 10 days) and set a date and 
time to provide it within a reasonable time; 

 Request a ruling from the Office of the Attorney General regarding any information the governmental 
body wishes to withhold, and send a copy of the request for ruling, or a redacted copy, to the requester, 
not later than the 10 business day after receiving the request. 

 Segregate public information from information that may be withheld and provide that public information 
promptly; 

 Make a good faith attempt to inform third parties when their proprietary information is being requested 
from the governmental body; 

 Respond in writing to all written communications from the Attorney General regarding charges for the 
information. Respond to the Office of the Attorney General regarding complaints about violations of the 
Act. 
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Procedures to Obtain Information: 

 Submit a request by mail, fax, email or in person according to a governmental body's reasonable 
procedures.  Requests may be mailed or delivered to the attention of the EISD Public Information Officer 
at 1002 N. Ave C, Elgin, TX 78621; emailed to pir@elginisd.net; or faxed to (512) 281-9836. 

 Include enough description and detail about the information requested to enable the governmental body 
to accurately identify and locate the information requested. 

 Cooperate with the governmental body's reasonable efforts to clarify the type or amount of information 
requested. 

 
Information to be Released: 

 The requestor may review the records promptly. If the records cannot be produced within 10 working days 
the public information officer will notify you in writing of the reasonable date and time when it will be 
available. 

 Keep all appointments to inspect records and to pick up copies. Failure to keep appointments may result in 
losing the opportunity to inspect the information at the time requested. 

 
Cost of Records: 

 You must respond to any written estimate of charges within 10 days of the date the governmental body 
sent it or the request is considered automatically withdrawn.  

 If estimated costs exceed $100.00 (or $50.00 if a governmental body has fewer than 16 full time 
employees) the governmental body may require a bond, prepayment or deposit. 

 You may ask the governmental body to determine whether providing the information primarily benefits 
the general public, resulting in a waiver or reduction of charges. 

 Make a timely payment for all mutually agreed charges. A governmental body can demand payment of 
overdue balances exceeding $100.00, or obtain a security deposit, before processing additional requests 
from you. 

 
Information that May be Withheld Due to an Exception: 

 By the 10th business day after a governmental body receives your written request, a governmental body 
must: 

o request an Attorney General opinion and state which exceptions apply;  
o notify the requestor of the referral to the Attorney General; and 
o notify third parties if the request involves their proprietary information. 

 Failure to request an Attorney General opinion and notify the requestor within 10 business days will result 
in a presumption that the information is open unless there is a compelling reason to withhold it. 

 Requestors may send a letter to the Attorney General arguing for release, and may review arguments 
made by the governmental body. If the arguments disclose the requested information, the requestor may 
obtain a redacted copy. 

 The Attorney General must issue a decision no later than the 45th working day from the day after the 
attorney general received the request for a decision. The attorney general may request an additional 10 
working day extension. 

 Governmental bodies may not ask the Attorney General to "reconsider" an opinion. 
 
Penalties for Non-Compliance: 

 Local Government Code Section 202.008 states "An officer or employee of a local government commits an 
offense if the officer or employee knowingly or intentionally violates this subtitle or rules adopted under it 
by destroying or alienating a local government records in contravention of this subtitle or by intentionally 
failing to deliver records to a successor in office. Alienation of a record is a Class A misdemeanor. 

 Texas Penal Code Section 37.10 states that a person commits an offense if he/she intentionally removes a 

mailto:pir@elginisd.net
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government record; sells or offers to sell a government record; or sells or offers to sell a government 
record with the knowledge that it was obtained unlawfully. If an individual is in possession of a local 
government record, the record was probably obtained unlawfully. Any such situation would certainly merit 
investigation. 
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ELGIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

 
Introduction: 
The following procedures are intended to assist the district in achieving a successful Records Management 
Program. Federal/state laws and School Board Policies shall override any information contained in these 
procedures if a conflict between the two arises. School Board Policies related to Records Management include, but 
may not be limited to, the following: 
 

 CPC Legal and Local - Office Management - Records Management 

 GBA Legal - Public Information Program -Access to Public Information 

 GBAA Legal - Information Access - Requests for Information. 

 GBAA Exhibit - Guidelines for Copy Charges 
 
Record Copy Defined: 
For our purposes, the "record" copy is defined as the originator of the record if it was created in-district. For 
external mail/documents received, the "record" copy is the copy received by the original addressee. 
 
Retention Dates: 
It is important the district establish a single annual date from which retention dates can be calculated. The date 
selected is September 1. Example: Records created or received between Sept. 1, 2015-Aug. 31, 2016, are 
considered 2016 records. 
 
District Responsibilities: 

 Adopt a policy to establish the district's records management program. 

 Submit written notification to the TSLAC if the district intends to microfilm or digitize permanent records 
and subsequently destroy the records [paper copies]. 

 Adopt a District Records Control Schedule, Retain all Records permanently, or adopt the TSLAC Schedules 
and file a Declaration of Compliance. 

 Properly destroy records in accordance with the Records Schedule in a manner prescribed by the TSLAC. 

 Establish control procedures for electronic records, such as email. The content of the e-mail determines its 
placement in the files. District web pages are currently considered a "publication", which means that every 
version of the web page must be maintained just like the yearbook, newsletters, and other publications. 

 Establish a disaster recovery plan. 

 Accidental destruction (flood, fire, etc.) of records before their expiration date(s) must be submitted to the 
TSLAC for approval. 

 Establish records of historical and audit value. 

 Establish a file management system, such as record series. 

 Designate a district Records Management Officer. The duties of the RMO are to prepare and file a records 
control schedule, to administer the records management program, and to provide assistance to Records 
Custodians for the purposes of reducing costs and improving record keeping efficiency. The RMO for the 
district shall be the Chief Finance Officer. 

 Ensure that all records are covered by approved retention schedules. 

 Identify "record copies" to eliminate duplication and redundancy. 

 Ensure that Records Retention Center access is kept to a minimum. 
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Campus/Department Responsibilities: 

 Identify a Records Custodian at each campus/department. The duties of the Records Custodian is to 
ensure compliance with the district's records management plan, to assemble all records for transport at 
year-end, and to facilitate the acquisition of records stored on campus/departments as requested by the 
District Records Management Officer. 

 Prepare all records for transport to the Records Center, on an annual basis by June 15th. 

 Ensure that all records are covered by approved retention schedules. 

 Monitor the different forms that are utilized on campus/department to conduct regular business and 
forward new forms (as created) to the Records Management Officer. 

 Coordinate the campus/department records management program. 

 Ensure that a regular, systematic file purging and rotating system is established. 

 Identify all records by position, title or office, rather than an individual's name. 

 Attend an annual in-house training session regarding the district's management plan, retention schedules, 
and preparation of records for transport to the Records Center. 

 Assist the Records Management Officer with acquisition of records maintained at the campus/department 
level to comply with a records request. 

 
Changes to the Records Retention Schedule: 
Each campus and department should be aware of the records that they are responsible for. Requests to add, 
change, or delete a record series within their campus/department should be forwarded to the District Records 
Management Officer (Chief Finance Officer). For example, if a new record series comes into existence, the District 
Records Management Officer should be notified so that the appropriate schedules can be updated and submitted 
to the Texas State Library and Archives Commission for their approval. 
 
Annual Purging of Records: 
Annually, by June 15th, all campus and department records should be processed for destruction (if exempt from 
destruction), kept an additional year at the home location, or processed for transfer to the Records Center. Note: 
Attendance accounting records must be forwarded to the Records Center at the end of the school year for 
archiving.  Campuses/Departments will be assigned a sequential box numbering system for tracking purposes.  
 
It is recommended that records that exceed two (2) years be processed for transfer to the Records Center, unless 
extenuating circumstances warrant keeping the records at the campus or department. All records sent to the 
Records Center should be placed in a standard records storage box and labeled as noted below: 

  
  
The following activities should be scheduled on an annual basis: 

 The district RMO should schedule an annual update of the records retention plan and the archival and 
removal of records (fall of each year). 

 The district RMO should submit all changes to the district's records retention plan to the State Library and 
Archives Commission for their approval. 

 The district RMO should schedule the destruction of expired records (spring of each year). Note: If any 
records on the destruction schedule are Special Education records, a notice to the public must be 
published in accordance with state and/or federal guidelines. 

 

Campus/Department   
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Storage of Records: 
A secure area at the district's warehouse has been established to store records that are not regularly referenced. 
Some permanent records, such as employee and student files, will be maintained at the appropriate campus 
and/or department. All permanent records should be maintained in a safe environment. Fire proof file cabinets 
and/or vaults should be utilized if financially feasible. Access to the records at the Records Center should be 
restricted to authorized staff. Campuses and departments shall implement guidelines to restrict unauthorized 
access to records maintained at their campus and/or department. 
 
Destruction of Records: 
Since keeping records beyond the designated destruction period wastes space and creates additional liability for 
the district, all records will be destroyed in the year they are scheduled for destruction. When records are to be 
disposed of, in conjunction with the approved retention periods, each campus and department records 
coordinator should be provided a list of the records scheduled for destruction for their review. Public notices, 
when required by law prior to destruction, will be provided in a locally published newspaper. 
 
The methods of destruction allowed by the state include: 

(a) A local government record may be destroyed by burning, shredding, pulping, or burial in a landfill or by 
sale or donation for recycling purposes except as provided by Subsection (b). 

(b) Records to which public access is restricted under Chapter 552, Government Code, or other state law 
may be destroyed only by burning, pulping, or shredding. 

(c) A local government that sells or donates records for recycling purposes shall establish procedures for 
ensuring that the records are rendered unrecognizable as local government records by the recycler. 

(d) The director and librarian may approve other methods of destruction that render the records 
unrecognizable as local government records. 

  
Only records that are designated by the State Library and Archives Commission as "exempt from destruction 
request requirement" may be destroyed at the end of the school year without listing the records on the 
Destruction Schedule. All records must be forwarded to the Records Center for archival and destruction according 
to the district's records retention plan. 
 
Disaster Recovery: 
Properly stored records should be safe from catastrophic losses. However, if a loss of records does occur, a report 
should be made with the district's RMO immediately. The district's RMO should submit the proper forms to the 
State Library and Archives Commission. 
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Policy for Records Management Requirements for Electronic Mail 
 
Section 1. Introduction 
This policy applies to e-mail used within the agency and e-mail used conjointly with the Internet, and does not 
supersede any state or federal laws, or any other agency policies regarding confidentiality, information 
dissemination, or standards of conduct. Generally, e-mail should be used only for legitimate District business; 
however, brief and occasional e-mail messages of a personal nature may be sent and received if the following 
conditions are met. 
 
Section 2. General Guidelines 
Personal use of e-mail is a privilege, not a right. Abuse of the privilege may result in appropriate disciplinary action. 
Employees need to keep in mind that all e-mail is recorded and stored along with the source and destination. 
Management has the ability and right to view employees' e-mail. Recorded e-mail messages are the property of 
the District. Thus, they are subject to the requirements of the Texas Public Information Act and the laws applicable 
to State records retention. Employees should be aware that when sending an e-mail message of a personal nature, 
there is always the danger of the employees' words being interpreted as official agency policy or opinion. 
Therefore, when an employee sends a personal e-mail, especially if the content of the e-mail could be interpreted 
as an official agency statement, the employee should use the following disclaimer at the end of the message: 
 

"This e-mail contains the thoughts and opinions of (employee name) and does not represent 
official (agency name) policy." 

 
[OPTIONAL] lf the content of the e-mail contains sensitive or confidential information the employee may use the 
following message at the end of the message: 
 

"This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the 
addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose to 
anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received the 
message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message." 

 
Section 3. Restrictions (Optional) 
Personal e-mail should not impede the conduct of District business; only incidental amounts of employee time--
time periods comparable to reasonable coffee breaks during the day--should be used to attend to personal 
matters. Racist, sexist, threatening, or otherwise objectionable language is strictly prohibited.  E mail should not 
be used for any personal monetary interests or gain. Employees should not subscribe to mailing lists or mail 
services strictly for personal use. Personal e-mail should not cause the state to incur a direct cost in addition to the 
general overhead of e-mail. District-wide emails must be approved by the Superintendent (or designees) and 
campus-wide emails must be approved by the Campus Principal (or designees). 
 
Section 4. Policy 
It is the policy of Elgin ISD to provide for the efficient, economical and effective management of electronic mail 
records in accordance with Texas Administrative Code (TAC), Chapter 13, Sections 6.91- 
(State Agency Bulletin Number One, Electronic Records Standards and Procedures). TAC Chapter 13, Section 
6.92(c), provides that the agency head or designated records management officer must administer a program for 
the management of records created, received, retained, used, or disposed on electronic media. 
 
Elgin ISD desires to adopt a policy for that purpose and to prescribe guidelines and procedures for the 
management of electronic mail consistent with the Electronic Records Standards and Procedures and in the 
interest of cost-effective and efficient recordkeeping, including long-term records retention for the Archives of the 
State. 
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Section 5. Definitions 
(1) Electronic mail message-A record created or received on an electronic mail system including brief 

notes, more formal or substantive narrative documents, and any attachments which may be 
transmitted with the message. 

(2) Electronic mail receipt data-Information in electronic mail systems regarding the date and time of 
receipt of a message, and/or acknowledgment of receipt or access by addressee(s). 

(3) Electronic mail system-A computer application used to create, receive, retain and transmit messages 
and other records. Excluded from this definition are file transfer utilities. 

(4) Electronic mail transmission data-Information in electronic mail systems regarding the identities of 
sender and addressee(s), and the date and time messages were sent. 

(5) Electronic media-All media capable of being read by a computer including computer hard disks, 
magnetic tapes, optical disks, or similar machine-readable media. 

(6) Electronic record-The information that is maintained in electronic format in a computer for computer 
processing and the product of computer processing of that information that satisfies the definition of 
a state record in the Government Code §441.180. 

(7) Electronic records system-Any information system that produces, manipulates, and stores state records 
by using a computer. 

(8) Mailing list service-An electronic mailing list hosting service (e.g., Listserv) used for discussions and 
announcements within a specified group of individuals. Subscribers to the service participate by 
sending information to and receiving information from the list using electronic mail messages. 

(9) Records management officer-The person who administers the records management program 
established in each state agency under the Government Code, §441.183. 

(10) State record-Any written, photographic, machine-readable, or other recorded information created or 
received by or on behalf of a state agency or an elected state official that documents activities in the 
conduct of state business or use of public resources. The term does not include: 

(A) library or museum material made or acquired and maintained solely for reference or exhibition 
purposes; 

(B) an extra copy of recorded information maintained only for reference; or 
(C) a stock of publications or blank forms. 

 
Section 6. Scope 
This policy applies to any electronic mail messages created, received, retained, used, or disposed of using the Elgin 
ISD electronic mail system. 
 
Section 7. Retention Requirements 
The Elgin ISD approved retention schedule lists the record series that are created and the retention period for each 
series. It is the content and function of an e-mail message that determines the retention period for that 
message. All e-mail sent or received by an agency is considered a District record. Therefore, all e-mail messages 
must be retained or disposed of according to the agency's retention schedule. E-mail systems must meet the 
retention requirements found in TAC 6.94(e). E-mail generally (but not always, refer to the Texas State Records 
Retention Schedule for more information) falls into several common record series categories. These are: 

(1) Administrative Correspondence, 1.1.007 - Incoming/outgoing and internal correspondence, in any format, 
pertaining to the formulation, planning, implementation, interpretation, modification, or redefinition of 
the programs, services, or projects of an agency and the administrative regulations, policies and 
procedures that govern them. Subject to Archival review.  Retention: 4 years. 

(2) General Correspondence, 1.1.008 - Non-administrative incoming/outgoing and internal correspondence, 
in any media, pertaining to or arising from the routine operations of the policies, programs, services, or 
projects of an agency. Retention: 2 years. 

(3) Transitory Information, 1.1.057 - Records of temporary usefulness that are not an integral part of a 
records series of an agency, that are not regularly filed within an agency's recordkeeping system, and that 
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are required only for a limited period of time for the completion of an action by an official or employee of 
the agency or in the preparation of an on-going records series. Transitory records are not essential to the 
fulfillment of statutory obligations or to the documentation of agency functions. Examples of transitory 
information are routine messages (can be recorded on any medium, such as hard copy message slips or in 
an electronic format on e-mail and voice mail); internal meeting notices; routing slips; incoming letters or 
memoranda of transmittal that add nothing of substance to enclosures; and similar routine information 
used for communication, but not for the documentation, of a specific agency transaction. Retention: AV 
(Administratively Valuable - after purpose of record has been fulfilled).  Elgin ISD has determined this 
time period to be a maximum of 30 days. 

 
Section 8. User Responsibilities 
It is the responsibility of the user of the e-mail system, with guidance and training from the Chief Technology 
Officer and Records Management Officer, to manage e-mail messages according to the agency's retention 
schedule. It is the responsibility of the sender of e-mail messages within the agency's e-mail system and recipients 
of messages from outside the agency to retain the messages for the approved retention period. Names of sender, 
recipient, date/time of the message, as well as any attachments must be retained with the message. Except for 
listserv mailing services, distribution lists must be able to identify the sender and recipient of the message. User 
responsibilities may be mitigated by the use of a server level automated classification system. 
 
Section 9. Maintenance of Electronic Mail 
The District shall facilitate the archival of all [sent and received] emails with the acquisition of an email storage and 
retrieval system. All emails shall be archived [as they are sent and received] on the email server for retention 
purposes. 
The recommendations listed for retention by the originator and/or receiver of emails is suggested, but not 
required, due to the mass archival of all emails. Records created using an e-mail system may be saved for their 
approved retention period by one of the following: 

(1) Print message and file in appropriate hard copy file. 

 If the retention period is greater than 3 years, the email contents should be printed and filed and 
retained with the appropriate documents. 

 If the email subject falls under a specific record or retention period, the email should be printed and 
filed with the appropriate records. For example, if a parent sends an email that grants permission for 
their son/daughter to attend a field trip, that email should be printed and filed with the other parent 
permission slips. The retention period of a parent permission slip is 2 years after the field trip. 

(2) Place email in folders and save on your personal network drive. 

 Example folders designated for electronic retention of emails: 
o AC - Administrative Correspondence – 4 Years 

 2013-2014 
 2014-2015 
 2015-2016 

o GC - General Correspondence – 2 Years 
 2013-2014 
 2014-2015 
 2015-2016 

o TI - Transitory Information – AV 
 2013-2014 
 2014-2015 
 2015-2016 

 For email correspondence purposes, the school year will be defined as: September 1st-August 31st.  
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Section 10. Disposition of Electronic Mail 
The process for the legal disposition of state records (including electronic mail) is subject to the same 
documentation requirements as any other format or medium. This usually requires agency permission and some 
type of disposition log to adequately document disposition and destruction of electronic records.  
 
Section 6.95 of the Electronic Records Standards and Procedures (relating to the Final Disposition of Electronic 
State Records) states that: 

(b) An electronic state record that is an archival record must be maintained by the agency through 
hardware and software migrations and upgrades as authentic evidence of the state's business in 
accessible and searchable form, except as otherwise determined by the state archivist. 

(d) A state agency must establish and implement procedures that address the disposition of an electronic 
mail record by staff in accordance with its approved records retention schedule and, specifically, must 
establish guidelines to enable staff to determine if an electronic mail record falls under transitory 
information (records series item number 1.1.057) on the agency's approved records retention schedule 
in order to encourage its prompt disposal after the purpose of the record has been fulfilled. 

 
The technology department will assist the HR department in modifying employee exit procedures to include 
appropriate handling of email. 
 

 
 
  

Questions related to the Elgin ISD Records Management Program should be directed to the District 
Records Management Officer (RMO), Debra George, at (512) 285-9215, or via email at 
debra.george@elginisd.net.  

mailto:debra.george@elginisd.net
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Cumulative Folder Contents: Elementary 
(Only include those items listed below, in the order listed) 

 

 Confidential At-Risk Identification Checklist (if applicable) 

 Records From Other Institutions. Keep in folder until promoted to 6th grade; then shred prior to 
delivery to Middle Schools.  

 Incoming/Outgoing Request for Records (out of state and/or private schools) 

 RTI Folder, blue (if applicable) 

 LEP Folder, purple (if applicable) 

 Dual Language Folder, Pink (if applicable) 

 Dyslexia Folder, yellow (if applicable) 

 504 Folder, green (if applicable) 

 GT Folder, orange (if applicable) 

 Pink Audit Folder (for contents, see last page of this packet) 

 
Records Management Protocol for Cumulative Folders (Elementary) 

 
In May, the Elementary School Registrar and the Middle School Registrar will schedule a June delivery date of student 
cumulative folders.  Prior to transfer, folders must be cleaned out by the sending campus according to the list above.
 
Using the TxEIS Registration application, the sending school will create a registration report in Excel that includes 
the following fields:  School Year, Campus ID, Student ID, Active, Record Status, Last Name, First Name, Grade, Entry 
Date, Withdrawal Date, and Year End Status.  The report will be filtered by grade level to determine which students 
are withdrawn or promoted versus retained.  Based on the student’s status, the cumulative folder shall either be 
kept or routed to the appropriate location. 
 
Upon reviewing the cumulative folders, the receiving registrar/counselor will check off student names in order to 
verify receipt of the records.  The registrars from both the sending and receiving campuses will sign the report to 
confirm which student folders were transferred.  Both campuses will maintain a copy of this report with signatures. 
 
On the cumulative folders, student names shall be printed in ink and must include the student’s ID number.    

 

Cumulative folders for students who are “no shows’ at the beginning of the school year must be retained at the 

receiving school after the start of school. 

 

For students who have withdrawn, cumulative folders will be retained on the home campus for the remainder of 

the academic year (July 31st) in which they withdrew, plus one academic year. These records will then be 

transferred to District storage in accordance with records management procedures for the remainder of their 

retention period. 
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Cumulative Folder Contents: Secondary 
(Only include those items listed below, in the order listed) 

 

 Confidential At-Risk Identification Checklist (if applicable) 

 Records From Other Institutions. Keep in folder until promoted to 9th grade; then shred prior to 
delivery to high school.  

 Incoming/Outgoing Request for Records (out of state and/or private schools) 

 RTI Folder, blue (if applicable) 

 LEP Folder, purple (if applicable) 

 Dual Language Folder, pink (if applicable) 

 Dyslexia Folder, yellow (if applicable) 

 504 Folder, green (if applicable) 

 GT Folder, orange (if applicable) 

 Pink Audit Folder (for contents, see last page of this packet) 

 
Records Management Protocol for Cumulative Folders (Secondary) 

 
In May, the Middle School Registrar and the High School Registrar will schedule a June delivery date of student 
cumulative folders.  Prior to transfer, folders must be cleaned out by the sending campus according to the list above. 
 
Using the TxEIS Registration application, the sending school will create a registration report in Excel that includes 
the following fields:  School Year, Campus ID, Student ID, Active, Record Status, Last Name, First Name, Grade, Entry 
Date, Withdrawal Date, and Year End Status.  The report will be filtered by grade level to determine which students 
are withdrawn or promoted versus retained.  Based on the student’s status, the cumulative folder shall either be 
kept or routed to the appropriate location. 
 
Upon reviewing the cumulative folders, the receiving registrar/counselor will check off student names in order to 
verify receipt of the records.  The registrars from both the sending and receiving campuses will sign the report to 
confirm which student folders were transferred.  Both campuses will maintain a copy of this report with signatures. 
 
On the cumulative folders, student names shall be printed in ink and must include the student’s ID number.    

 

Cumulative folders for students who are “no shows’ at the beginning of the school year must be retained at the 

receiving school after the start of school. 

 

For students who have withdrawn, cumulative folders will be retained on the home campus for the remainder of 

the academic year (July 31st) in which they withdrew, plus one academic year. These records will then be 

transferred to District storage in accordance with records management procedures for the remainder of their 

retention period. 
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Pink Audit Folder Contents 
(Only include those items listed below, in the order listed) 

 

 Birth Certificate 

 Social Security Card (if provided) 

 Proof of Residence and any Alternate Residency. Example: Establishing Proof of Residence Form, 
etc…., if applicable (The most recent form will be retained from the date of withdrawal plus 5 
years) 

 Central Office Documents – Example: POA, Affidavit of Responsibility Form, Grandparent Affidavit 
Form, School Choice Form (Legal documents will be kept until the student is 18, or is superseded 
by another legal document. Records will be destroyed at date of withdrawal plus 5 years) 

 Falsification of Documents/Parent Identification Form 
 

Photo ID of Person Enrolling Student (if provided) Note: No Military IDs 

 Consent to Share Form (if applicable) 

 Home Language Survey (1st original Texas Survey) 

 Pre-K Forms (if applicable; keep until promoted to 6th  grade) -Element ELEMENTARY ONLY  
 

 Pre-K Application 

 Pre-K Eligibility Forms/Proof 

(Pre-K forms will be removed and destroyed as part of the cumulative folder clean out before a folder is 
transferred to the middle school) 

 Withdrawal Packets (if applicable) 
 Request for Withdrawal  

 TxEIS Withdrawal Form 

 TxEIS Grade Report 

 PET Event History - SECONDARY ONLY 

 School Leaver/Follow up Form (if applicable) - SECONDARY ONLY 

 Expulsion Letter (The expulsion letter is kept for 5 years; the withdrawal form is kept from the 
date of withdrawal plus 5 years) 

 ALL Legal Documents (Examples: Divorce Decree, CPS Plan, Foster Care Documentation—2085 form for 
Texas etc.) red folder (if applicable) 
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Records Management Protocol for the Transfer of Cumulative Folders 
 

Students Who Have Withdrawn: 

For students who have withdrawn, cumulative folders will be retained on the home campus for the remainder of 

the academic year (July 31st) in which they withdrew, plus one academic year. These records will be referred to as 

“dead files”. 

 

Prior to the transfer of dead files, cumulative folders shall be reviewed by the home campus in order to ensure 

they contain the proper content. 

  

Dead files will be filed in alphabetical order by year of withdrawal and placed in warehouse-supplied boxes.  

Multiple years shall not be filed within the same box as this will impact file destruction dates. 

 

The District’s Records Management Coordinator will coordinate the transfer of dead files from campus to 

warehouse and the transfer will be scheduled to occur after November 15th. 

 

Using the TxEIS Registration application, the sending school will create a registration report in Excel that includes 

the following fields:  School Year, Campus ID, Student ID, Active, Record Status, Last Name, First Name, Grade, 

Entry Date, Withdrawal Date, and Year End Status.  The report will be filtered to determine which students are 

withdrawn. This report will serve as the inventory list of files stored within the boxes.  The registrar or campus 

designee will verify the contents of the boxes with the inventory list.  The inventory list will be attached to the 

Request to Move Records to Storage form and a copy will be kept by the home campus. 

 

Once the District’s Records Management Coordinator verifies the contents of the boxes, boxes will be initialed 

and sealed with tamper-evident packaging tape. The District Records Management Officer will sign and maintain 

the inventory list, and schedule records pick-up with Warehouse for storage and/or destruction. 

 

Students Who Have Graduated: 

For students who have graduated, the high school registrar or designee, along with the District’s Records 

Management Coordinator, will coordinate the scanning of folder contents into the records management system 

with a third party vendor. Cumulative folders will be retained on the home campus for the remainder of the 

academic year (July 31st) in which they graduated, plus one academic year.  These folders will be referred to as 

“graduate files”.  Recent graduate files will be maintained in hard copy for one year. 

 

Prior to the transfer of graduate files to the District Warehouse for storage, cumulative folders shall be reviewed 

by the home campus in order to ensure they contain the proper content. 

 

Graduate files will be filed in alphabetical order by year of graduation and placed in warehouse-supplied boxes.  

Multiple years shall not be filed within the same box as this will impact file destruction dates. 

 

The District’s Records Management Coordinator will coordinate the transfer of graduate files from campus to 

warehouse and the transfer will be scheduled to occur after September 15th. 
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Using the TxEIS Registration application, the sending school will create a registration report in Excel that includes 

the following fields:  School Year, Campus ID, Student ID, Active, Record Status, Last Name, First Name, Grade, 

Entry Date, Withdrawal Date, and Year End Status.  The report will be filtered to determine which students are 

graduated. This report will serve as the inventory list of files stored within the boxes.  The registrar or campus 

designee will verify the contents of the boxes with the inventory list.  The inventory list will be attached to the 

Request to Move Records to Storage form and a copy will be kept by the home campus. 

 

Once the District’s Records Management Coordinator verifies the contents of the boxes, boxes will be initialed 

and sealed with tamper-evident packaging tape. The District Records Management Officer will sign and maintain 

the inventory list, and schedule records pick-up with Warehouse for storage and/or destruction. 

 

 

Records Management Protocol for the Destruction of Cumulative Folders 
 

The services of a third-party vendor will be utilized to destroy records in accordance with applicable record 

retention schedules provided by Texas State Library and Archives Commission.  Records inventories will be 

maintained of all records stored and/or destroyed. 
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GUIDELINES FOR COPY CHARGES 
 
The charges in this exhibit, to recover costs associated with providing copies of public information, are based on 
estimated average costs to governmental bodies across the state. When actual costs are 25 percent higher than 
those used in these rules, governmental bodies other than agencies of the state may request an exemption in 
accordance with 1 TAC 70.4. 
 
Copy charges are as follows: 
Standard-paper copy. The charge for standard-paper copies reproduced by means of an office machine copier or a 
computer printer is $.10 per page or part of a page. Each side that has recorded information is considered a page. 
1. Nonstandard copy. The charges for nonstandard copies are:  

a. Diskette -$1.00 
b. Magnetic tape -actual cost  
c. Data cartridge -actual cost  
d. Tape cartridge -actual cost 
e. Rewritable CD (CD-RW) -$1.00 
f. Non-rewritable CD (CD-R) -$1.00  
g. Digital video disc (DVD) -$3.00 
h. JAZ. drive -actual cost 
i. Other electronic media -actual cost  
j. VHS video cassette -$2.50 
k. Audio cassette -$1.00 
I. Oversize paper copy (e.g., 11" x 17", greenbar, bluebar, not including maps and photographs using 
specialty paper) -$.50 
m. Specialty paper (e.g., Mylar, blueprint, blueline, map, photographic) -actual cost 

 
Personnel charges are as follows: 
1. If a particular request requires the services of a programmer in order to execute an existing program or to 

create a new program so that requested information may be accessed and copied, the District may charge for 
the programmer's time. The hourly charge for a programmer is $28.50 an hour, which includes fringe benefits. 
Only programming services shall be charged at this hourly rate. Districts that do not have in house 
programming capabilities shall comply with requests in accordance with Government Code 552.231. [See CQ] 
Elgin ISD 

2. The charge for labor costs incurred in processing a request for public information is $15.00 an hour, which 
includes fringe benefits. The labor charge includes the actual time to locate, compile, and reproduce the 
requested information. 

3. A labor charge shall not be billed in connection with complying with requests that are for 50 or fewer pages of 
paper records, unless the documents to be copied are located in two or more separate buildings that are not 
physically connected to each other or a remote storage facility. For purposes of this provision, two buildings 
connected by a covered or open sidewalk, an elevated or underground passageway, or a similar facility, are 
not considered to be separate buildings. 

4. A labor charge shall not be recovered for any time spent by an attorney, legal assistant, or any other person 
who reviews the requested information: 

 To determine whether the District will raise any exceptions to disclosure of the requested information 
under Government Code, Subchapter C, Chapter 552; or 

 To research or prepare a request for a ruling by the attorney general's office pursuant to section 552.301 
of the Government Code. [See CQ] 
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5. When confidential information pursuant to a mandatory exception of the Act is mixed with public information 
in the same page, a labor charge may be recovered for time spent to redact, blackout, or otherwise obscure 
confidential information in order to release the public information. A labor charge shall not be made for 
redacting confidential information for requests of 50 or fewer pages, unless the request also qualifies as a 
labor charge pursuant to Government Code 552.261 (a)(1) or (2). 

 
Overhead charges are as follows: 
1. Whenever any labor charge is applicable to a request, the District may include in the charges direct and 

indirect costs, in addition to the specific labor charge. This overhead charge would cover such costs as 
depreciation of capital assets, rent, maintenance and repair, utilities, and administrative overhead. If the 
District chooses to recover such costs, a charge shall be made in accordance with the methodology described 
in item 3 below. Although an exact calculation of costs will vary, the use of a standard charge will avoid 
complication in calculating such costs and will provide uniformity for charges made statewide. 

2. An overhead charge shall not be made for requests for copies of 50 or fewer pages of standard paper records 
unless the request also qualifies for a labor charge pursuant to Government Code 552.261(a)(1) or (2). 

3. The overhead charge shall be computed at 20 percent of the charge made to cover any labor costs associated 
with a particular request. For example, if one hour of labor is used for a particular request, the formula would 
be as follows: Labor charge for locating, compiling, and reproducing, $15.00 x .20 = $3.00; or programming 
labor charge, $28.50 x .20 = $5.70. If a request requires one hour of labor charge for locating, compiling, and 
reproducing information ($15.00 per hour); and one hour of programming labor charge ($28.50 per hour), the 
combined overhead would be: $15.00 + $28.50 = $43.50 x .20 = $8.70. 

 
Microfiche and microfilm charges are as follows: 
1. If the District already has information that exists on microfiche or microfilm and has copies available for sale or 

distribution, the charge for a copy must not exceed the cost of its reproduction. If no copies of the requested 
microfiche or microfilm are available and the information on the fiche or film can be released in its entirety, 
the District should make a copy of the fiche or film. The charge for a copy shall not exceed the cost of 
reproduction. Districts that do not have in-house capability to reproduce microfiche or microfilm are 
encouraged to contact the Texas State Library before having the reproduction made commercially. 

2. If only a master copy of information in microform is maintained, the charge is $.10 per page for standard-size 
paper copies plus any applicable labor and overhead charge for more than 50 copies. 

 
Remote document retrieval charges are as follows: 
1. Due to limited on-site capacity of storage of documents, it is frequently necessary to store information that is 

not in current use in remote storage locations. Every effort should be made by the District to store current 
records on-site. To the extent that the retrieval of documents results in a charge to comply with a request, it is 
permissible to recover costs of such services for requests that qualify for labor charges under current law. 

2. If the District has a contract with a commercial records storage company, whereby the private company 
charges a fee to locate, retrieve, deliver, and return to storage the needed record(s), no additional labor 
charge shall be factored in for time spent locating documents at the storage location by the private company's 
personnel. If after delivery to the District, the boxes must still be searched for records that are responsive to 
the request, a labor charge is allowed in accordance with item 2 under personnel charges, above. 

 
 
Computer resource charges are as follows: 
1. The computer resource charge is a utilization charge for computers based on the amortized cost of acquisition, 

lease, operation, and maintenance of computer resources, which might include, but is not limited to, some or 
all of the following:  central processing units (CPUs), servers, disk drives, local area networks (LANs), printers, 
tape drives, other peripheral devices, communications devices, software, and system utilities. 

2. These computer resource charges are not intended to substitute for cost recovery methodologies or charges 
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made for purposes other than responding to public information requests. 
3. The charges in this section are averages based on a survey of governmental bodies with a broad range of 

computer capabilities. Each district using this cost recovery charge shall determine which category(ies) of 
computer system(s) used to fulfill the public information request most closely fits its existing system(s) and set 
its charge accordingly: 

Type of System Rate 

Mainframe $ 10.00 per CPU minute  

Midsize $ 1.50 per CPU minute  

Client/Server $ 2.20 per clock hour  

PC or LAN $ 1.00 per clock hour 

4. The charge made to recover the computer utilization cost is the actual time the computer takes to execute a 
particular program times the applicable rate. The CPU charge is not meant to apply to programming or printing 
time; rather, it is solely to recover costs associated with the actual time required by the computer to execute a 
program. This time, called CPU time, can be read directly from the CPU clock, and most frequently will be a 
matter of seconds. If programming is required to comply with a particular request, the appropriate charge that 
may be recovered for programming time is described above, at Personnel Charges. No charge should be made 
for computer printout time. For example, if a mainframe computer is used, and the processing time is 20 
seconds, the charges would be as follows: $10.00 / 3 =$3.33; or $10.00/(60 / 20) = $3.33. 

 

A district that does not have in-house computer capabilities shall comply with requests in accordance with 
Government Code 552.231. [See CQ] 

The actual cost of miscellaneous supplies, such as labels, boxes, and other supplies used to produce the requested 
information, may be added to the total charge for public information. 

Governmental bodies may add any related postal or shipping expenses that are necessary to transmit the 
reproduced information to the requesting party. 

Pursuant to Office of the Comptroller of Public Accounts' rules, sales tax shall not be added on charges for public 
information. (34 TAC, Part 1, Chapter 3, Subchapter 0, Sections 3.341 and 3.342). 

1 TAC 70.3; 70.



 

 

 

 


